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1.0  Abstract

There are a number of problems with the current state of the art in the evaluation of
user interfaces. Firstly, there have been proposed a wide range of different methods
for performing the evaluation, each with its own body of advocates, but with no
common agreement as to how the different methods compare with one another.
Secondly, the methods which exist at the moment either provide insufficient
information or they are so time-consuming as to not be practical in real cases.
Finally, many methods are unreliable, with individual evaluators having an undue
influence on results, and there is in general no way to translate results into solid
recommendations for improving the interface under test. This paper surveys a
representative subset of evaluation methods, and suggests ways in which their
differences may be resolved.
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2.0  Introduction

It is almost universally accepted in Human-computer Interaction (HCI)
that a reliable and efficient method to evaluate user interfaces is crucial to the
design of better interfaces. However, there is almost equally universal disa-
greement as to how one should go about this: which of a number of competing
procedures is the ‘correct’ one, and even where in the design process is the best
place for evaluation to take place. This paper describes a selection of the better-
known methods in an attempt to allow them to be compared on a fair basis. In
writing the earlier sections of this paper I have, as far as possible, tried to keep
away from the disagreements between different philosophies, since I find it
unhelpful to any process of comparison. However, if in a few places my own
prejudices show through, I have tried to keep these lapses as rare as possible.

3.0  Ways of categorizing Evaluation

The field of evaluation has been subdivided in a number of different ways.
This is not surprising, since the umbrella term “evaluation” may be used to
describe a wide range of different activities for different purposes. One basic
form of division depends on where in the whole design process it is consid-
ered to take place. Evaluation processes are divided into at least two broad cat-
egories: ‘Formative’ evaluation, which is conceived as taking place during the
actual design process (and hence suggests potential modifications to that
already achieved which will improve the final artefact), and ‘Summative’ eval-
uation, which is considered to take an already finished design (possibly even a
commercial product), and pronounces on its suitability for a particular pur-
pose. Thus were one to evaluate (say) an expert system shell as part of the
design process, that would be formative evaluation; were the task at hand to
advise on which of the available range of word-processors should be used by
an organization, that would be a case of summative evaluation

Going on from this basis, there exist a wide range of different ‘particular
purposes’ by which a design may be evaluated. A system whose which is
expected to be used by experienced users, and for long periods at a time (such
as, for example, a CAD system) would have radically different criteria for eval-
uation compared with a system whose expected users are novices, or are
expected to use the system relatively infrequently (for example an ATM (Auto-
matic Teller Machine - a cashpoint). It is very important to bear this fact in
mind: one of the most bitter (and least productive) debates within HCI stems
from the assumption that ‘User Friendliness’ (or, more precisely, ‘Ease of initial
use and learning’) is universally the most important factor of a good design,
and that all other concerns are automatically subsidiary to it. To quote Harold
Thimbleby, “There is no such thing as simple as ‘ease of use’. Although making easy
to use is, self-evidently, a good idea, and has caught on as a popular slogan, the idea is
simple-minded. In reality ‘ease of use’ is a complex and interesting trade-off” [Thim-
bleby, 1990].

There exist in the literature a number of documents intended to describe a
taxonomy by which evaluation methods may be categorized [Howard & Mur-
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ray, 1987]; [Macleod,1992]. The documents cited characterise differing meth-
ods in functional terms; that is, they categorize methods with respect to the
sort of processes they involve, whereas I take a different tack.

Human-Computer Interaction is a new discipline, and there are (as yet)
very few “native” HCI workers - that is to say, workers for whom HCI was
their original subject of study. In recent years, it is true, graduates have begun
to appear whose degree title is “Human-Computer Interaction” (or something
similar), but all of these degrees are specialised courses within a department of
Computer Science, say, or a department of Psychology. The vast majority of
HCI researchers are Computer Scientists, or Psychologists, or Sociologists, or
Linguists, who have since moved into HCI, and as such they enter the field
with widely differing backgrounds in terms of investigative procedures and
the like. When they come to examine the problem of evaluation, it appears that
the procedures with which they are familiar play a significant role in their
approach to evaluation.

I choose to divide the field of Evaluation in terms of the discipline from
which each method is derived. In practice, this categorization is not com-
pletely clear-cut - for example, the method of evaluation by means of usability
questionnaires is practised by experts in a number of fields - but I find it a use-
ful tool for viewing the whole field.

4.0  Cognitive Psychological Approaches

The discipline of cognitive psychology has contributed two broad families
of evaluation methods, which share similar underlying principles; one family,
‘GOMS’ (Goals Operators Methods and Selection Rules) is mainly practised in
the USA; the other, ‘Task Analysis’ (TA), is commonest in the UK. The original
description of GOMS is to be found in [Card, Moran & Newell, 1983]; the most
comprehensive reference on TA methods may be found in [Diaper, 1989].

Both TA and GOMS work on the assumption that a user’s interaction with
a system consists of a set of high-level ‘goals’. For example, in an electronic
mail system, the user could be considered to have potential goals such as
‘Read my mail’, ‘Organise old messages in an understandable fashion’, or
‘Reply to mail messages’. These goals may be decomposed into what GOMS
refers as ‘operators’, that is, individual subcomponents which are independent
of one another, which in combination will satisfy the goal. These operators
may themselves be decomposed until eventually we are left with a set of indi-
visible ‘methods’. In many cases two or more methods will satisfy a high-level
goal: in this case a ‘selection rule’ comes into force to determine which poten-
tial method is actually applied.

For example, when editing a mail message the user wishes to delete a cou-
ple of paragraphs of text. There are at this point a number of potential ways to
do this: (a) Move to the start of the text to be removed, using cursor keys, then
use the control key for ‘delete paragraph’ until text is deleted; (b) Stripe over
the desired text with the mouse, hit ‘delete’; (c) Stripe the text with the mouse,
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select ‘cut’ from the pull-down menu; (d) Move (by some means) to the end of
the text to be deleted, and hold the delete key down; and so on. Note that not
all of these methods will actually be available in any single application, and
that it is not uncommon for overlapping subsets of these to be available on
applications used on a single workstation. Given the above set of methods for
solving the goal, GOMS theory proposes that some sort of ‘selection rule’, like
that found in a production system, comes into force in the human cognitive
system to decide which method is actually executed.

An evaluation using TA or GOMS usually starts from either a transcript of
an actual interaction or a more-or-less formal description of the way a system
under test operates.1 This description is then manipulated so that instead of a
‘flat’ linear description of events, the evaluator arrives at a richly-structured
description of the cognitive processes going on during the interaction. It is at
this point that the various competing TA/GOMS formalisms diverge in their
approach to the evaluation.

For example, the so-called ‘Critical Path Method-GOMS’ (CPM-GOMS)
model [Gray et al., 1992], takes an analysis, applies time constraints derived
either experimentally or by derivation in accord with Card Moran & Newell’s
‘Model Human Processor’ (see [Card, Moran & Newell, 1983]), and then sub-
mits the resulting network to a critical path analysis. In this way, it is possible
to determine areas in a system which are especially ‘critical’ (for example occa-
sions when system delays cause the user to wait for the system to ‘catch up’, or
when the system places an undue load on the user). It is also possible in certain
cases to predict the effects of particular modifications on interface will per-
formance.

A contrasting method using essentially similar source data in a very differ-
ent way is Payne & Green’s Task-Action Grammar [Payne & Green, 1986],
which treats the task analysis of the system under consideration as a natural-
language grammar, which is then analysed in terms of lexical, syntactic and

1.  I have heard reports that at least one prominent Task Analysis case study was based on
nothing more than the system operations manual: however I have been unable to find docu-
mentation to back up this assertation.

FIGURE 1. An Example of a recorded interaction after CPM-GOMS
analysis. The Interface under analysis is Nintendo’s Super Mario
Bros. 3. Reproduced from [John & Vera, 1992]
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semantic consistency, and in terms of the degree of alignment between syntac-
tic and semantic structures. TAG itself is based on the work of Thomas Moran,
in particular his Command Language Grammar [Moran, 1981].

There exists great contention within the HCI community as to the value (or
otherwise) of TA and GOMS methods - indeed the entire discipline sometimes
appears polarised between “TA supporters” and everyone else. The single
largest problem faced by the supporters of Task Analysis methods is that the
analysis process in extremely time-consuming. Benyon [Benyon, 1992, i] com-
ments, “Task analysis is expensive in time and effort. It is openly admitted that this
sort of analysis is long-winded and requires considerable training and expertise. Dia-
per [Diaper, 1989] demonstrates this when using TAKD. The pages of text and repre-
sentation which are required in his small example (primarily because the method is
bottom-up) cannot be justified in the level of analysis which he produced. Indeed, Dia-
per admits that the same result could have been discovered much more quickly”.

5.0  Social Psychology Methods - Interviews and
Questionnaires

Many HCI workers with an interest in evaluation come from a background
in social psychology: hence it is natural that they should be inclined to use
those methods which are most familiar to them in the process. This may go
some way to explain the great popularity of questionnaires, and in structured
interview techniques based on similar principles, in UI evaluation. In any case,
there have been published a wide range of questionnaires designed to solicit
users’ responses to user interfaces.

A typical example of the more complex type of questionnaire is University
College Cork’s SUMI, the “Software Usability Measurement Inventory”,
which was produced as part of the ESPRIT project “MUSiC”. SUMI is a 50-
item questionnaire which can be scored in one of two ways: by means of a
marking stencil supplied in the basic kit (SUMI is physically extremely well-
produced: unlike many “evaluation tools”, purchasers receive a very profes-
sional-looking kit, all packed in a pretty blue-and-white box), or by means of a
software package which runs on an MS-DOS PC.

SUMI provides an overall Usability score, along which 5 sub-scales derived
using factor analysis methods: “Affect” (a measure of how much the users
found working with the system to be “pleasurable”), “Efficiency” (to what
degree that considered their use of the system to be “productive”), “Helpful-
ness” (how much help they perceived that the system gave them), “Control”
(their subjective feeling of “being in control”), and “Learnability” (how easy
they felt the system was to learn). In addition, the professional version comes
with a great deal of additional data which allows the PC software to indicate in
which areas the interface under test scores above or below particular
“expected” scores for typical software packages; thus a team working on (say)
a Word Processor could find out whether their prototype scored better, worse
or around average when compared with the average scores of other word-
processors on the market.
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Since it is the result of an ESPRIT project, SUMI has another advantage
which in certain cases may be important: it is available in most of the common
EC languages. This allows subjects to answer a questionnaire in their own lan-
guage, which may in some cases greatly increase the ease of administering the
questionnaire. SUMI is quite expensive financially, compared with many of its
competitors: U.C. cork charges from 150 punts for a pack of 50 questionnaires,
scoring stencils etc., up to 1000 punts for the full electronic version. For more
details of the SUMI, see [Kirakowski et al., 1992].

At the other end of the scale, there is the ‘System Usability Scale’ (See
Appendix A: on page 16.), which is the work of John Brooke of DEC. In 1985,
as part of Digital’s Integrated Office Systems programme, Brooke needed a
“quick-and-dirty” way to assess the overall user response to a particular inter-
face. He assembled a list of 50 potential questions graded on a Likert scale into
a very long questionnaire, and tested this protoquestionnaire on 30 users with
respect to two DEC. products, “chosen to be at extremes of usability for a given
technology”. Finally he selected those questions which correlated most
strongly with a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ result. He chose the best ten, five positive, five
negative, and Constructed SUS from alternate positive and negative questions.

The great advantage of the SUS is its astonishing ease of use. Fitting easily
on a single side of paper, it is quick and easy to administer, and since it is less
intimidating than longer questionnaires a far higher percentage of users are
likely to actually complete it - a serious issue when you consider that many
more “serious” questionnaires constitute a substantial document in their own
right. It is also extremely quick and easy to score: simply rate each response on
a scale of 1 to 5 (positive questions give a 5 for “strongly agree”; negative ques-
tions a 5 for “strongly disagree”), and average out the results. The SUS can be
scored by hand in around 30 seconds. The surprising thing is how good the
results are for such a simple process: the SUS has been examined by U.C. Cork
and its results have been found to correlate with those of SUMI with a reliabil-
ity of 0.8588, which considering that it is far simpler and cheaper to administer
is very impressive.

In marked contrast to both of the above, there is a school of evaluation
which exports the “Interface Checklist” approach from the field of Engineering
Methods (q.v.), and attempts to customise the approach for a novice audience.
A notable example of this is [Ravden & Johnson,1989], which is a quite sub-
stantial book essentially consisting of a single extremely long-winded ques-
tionnaire.

6.0  Social Science Methods

A number of methods of data-gathering derived from the social sciences
have been applied to the problem of evaluating computer systems. The most
active group in this respect appears to be that headed by Steve Draper in the
Department of Psychology at the University of Glasgow. They have produced
a large number of publications, of which the most general is [Draper, Gray,
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Kilgour & Oatley, 1991]. A number of the more common of these methods is
described below.

6.1  Talk-Aloud Protocol

Talk-Aloud is one of the most popular observational evaluation methods. It
consists of (usually) a single volunteer subject and a single investigator. The
session should be recorded in some manner - by video if possible, but since it
is often impossible to do this for technical reasons, audio often has to do. In
any case, the investigator should take copious notes. The ideal recording setup
involves several simultaneous video recordings - besides recording the whole
scene, it is useful to have close-up views of the screen, keyboard and of the
user’s face - but this is very rarely possible.

In the evaluation session, the subject works on the interface under test, at
the same time speaking aloud a commentary of what’s happening, of their
intentions at each point, and of any passing thoughts which they may have. It
is useful if the Investigator has prepared a short task in advance for the subject
to perform using the test interface - a task of a few minutes duration is usually
sufficient.

Talk-Aloud is a useful evaluation method - reasonably simple to perform,
reasonably straightforward in that the evaluation feels reasonably natural to a
subject, and useful results may be obtained fairly easily. However there are
some problems. Firstly, it is technically quite difficult to record what is going
on in a way which is useful while at the same time not interfering with the
experimental process. For example, video-recording a computer screen is quite
difficult if the screen is to be read at a later date; if instead it is decided to
merely record audio, it can be difficult at a later date to determine exactly what
was going on. The simplest (and least elaborate) method, which consists of the
evaluator merely taking written notes, has been found to be the worst of all. To
quote [Rousseau et. al, 1992]: “… the notes taken by [the evaluators] were gener-
ally hurried and consisted of problems identified or design changes required. Very little
information was written down about the way subjects actually used the system or
approached the tasks …for most of the evaluations [performed] any hope of obtaining
a full transcription of the session would rest on … tape”.Work is currently in
progress to rectify this deficiency: See “Prospects for Future Research” on
page 13.

6.2  Focus Groups

The Focus Group is a method often used by market researchers, to assess
reaction to products ranging from breakfast cereals to political parties. For a
good account of the use of focus groups, see [O’Donnell et al. 1990].

A focus group consists of a group of volunteer subjects (typically around 5
at a time has been empirically found to be a good number) and a group leader,
who is a member of the evaluation team. Any extra evaluators who wish to
observe the proceedings should be isolated from the group, if possible physi-
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cally by for example a one-way mirror or a video link. In any case it is often a
good idea to video the session for later review.

The group leader demonstrates the system under test to the subjects. Note
that it is not necessary for the system to be fully working for it to be demon-
strated: a partially-completed prototype will often produce useful results, as
will an explanatory video or even a paper-based mock-up. The group leader
then leads a semi-structured discussion of the subjects’ feelings about the sys-
tem under test.

One great advantage of focus groups over similar methods is that the sub-
jects outnumber the investigator(s), and hence the noted tendency to alter their
testimony in order to ‘appease’ the investigator is greatly reduced. Focus
groups also have the advantage that with a comparatively small amount of
effort it is possible to get a large amount of useful information, and, most nota-
bly, that focus groups often point out faults which the investigators had not
even thought of.

The largest single problem with focus groups is that they are highly
dependent on the interpersonal skills of the principal investigator - it is very
important that the investigator allows the subjects sufficient freedom to genu-
inely express their views, while at the same time ensuring that the discussion
is sufficiently directed that the points the investigation team are interested are
covered, and at the same time that no single subject is allowed to dominate the
process - a very common occurrence.

6.3  Cooperative Evaluation

Cooperative evaluation is a process derived from Talk-Aloud, but in which
instead of the volunteer being a passive “subject” to be observed by the evalu-
ator, there exists an active dialogue between the evaluator and the volunteer as
to how the interface could be improved. To quote [Wright & Monk, 1991]:

“In developing the think-aloud method, the aim was to make the
procedure as natural as possible. The user is told to think of him or her-
self not as an experimental subject but as a coevaluator of the putative
system. When puzzled by the user’s behaviour the evaluator may ask
questions such as: What will the system do if …? What has it done?
Why has it done that? What are you trying to do? Why did you do
that? Similarly, the user may ask the evaluator questions, though the
replies should be designed to find out about the user’s problem rather
than to answer the question directly.”

As Wright and Monk themselves acknowledge, in principle this does not
differ very much from conventional talk-aloud in practice: as they say, describ-
ing an evaluation exercise using talk-aloud, “Examination of audio tapes of the
evaluation sessions reveals that at least some of the evaluators who were sup-
posed to be using […talk-aloud…] were interacting quite freely with the
users”.
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Cooperative Evaluation appears to have been developed largely independ-
ently of similar work on social methods. In its favour, it presents a coherent
and readable set of instructions for a would-be evaluator to use. Monk &
Wright’s definitive book on cooperative evaluation is expected at the moment.

7.0  Engineering Approaches

This group of evaluation methods borrow heavily from practices in con-
ventional Software Engineering - heuristic evaluation from the use of check-
lists, and cognitive walk-throughs from the sort of paper walk-through
familiar to most programmers. In [Macleod,1992] they are grouped together
under the generic classification ‘Expert Methods’, since they all require a cer-
tain amount of experience on the part of the evaluator or evaluators in the
problems likely to arise with user interfaces. This feature is, in my opinion, the
most serious fault that these methods collectively suffer from: for economic
reasons, it is rarely practical to keep such highly-trained (and hence expensive)
staff on hand, when they do not appear (at least at first sight) to play any direct
role in the design process. This is, admittedly, a problem faced by evaluation as
a whole, but because of the very high degree to which the utility of this type of
method is dependent on the skills of the evaluators, I would suggest that it is
more serious is this case than in certain more empirical approaches, where at
least some of the more time-consuming parts of the evaluation process may be
parcelled out to assistants.

7.1  Heuristic Evaluation

The term ‘Heuristic Evaluation’ is used primarily by Jakob Nielsen to
describe an evaluation method which initially appears so obvious that one
might not consider it an ‘Evaluation Method’ at all: a ‘User Interface Expert’
examines the interface under test (or a more-or-less exact specification of it)
and, from his or her experience, possibly aided by guideline documents such
as [Apple, 1987], suggests potential problems which may arise.

There is evidence that this approach to evaluation is at least as effective as
more elaborate methods, and is almost invariably a great deal faster. [Jeffries et
al., 1991] compared four different evaluation methods and found that “Heuris-
tic Evaluation […] found the most serious problems with the least amount of effort”.
However [Jeffries & Desurvire, 1992] indicates that this effectiveness is
strongly dependent on the skill of the individual evaluator, and that in addi-
tion this effectiveness is an aggregate of multiple evaluations, rather than
being the result of a single evaluation. They also noted that “Heuristic evalua-
tion missed half of the problems found in the laboratory, and usability testing missed
about the same number of problems found in heuristic evaluation”.

This implies that, whilst undoubtedly being a useful tool for designers,
heuristic evaluation is not the panacea which some have suggested it to be.
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7.2  Cognitive Walk-throughs

The Cognitive Walk-through is a methodology developed to attempt to
transfer academic theories of interface use into a form usable in an industrial
setting. It models itself on the traditional software engineering practice of find-
ing bugs in a program by performing a ‘paper run’ - stepping through the code
stage by stage while keeping track of the flow of control, the value of variables
etc., on paper.

The cognitive walk-through has evolved into a vigorous and formal proc-
ess, which has been found to be very slow and expensive in terms of man-
power for all but trivially simple interfaces. It consists of a number of skilled
evaluators who examine a prototype interface (normally working with either a
‘working’ mock-up or with the actual interface). The evaluators step through
the interface, at each point examining all possible actions which a user may
make at each point in terms of a number of formal criteria. These criteria are
usually fixed through filling in a series of forms for each state of the interface
(for an example of the sort of form involved, see Figure 3 on page 10). By
working through the possible states of the interface in this way the evaluation
team can highlight elements of the interface which should be improved.

FIGURE 2. The Setup for a “Cognitive Walk-through”.
Reproduced from [Rowley & Rhoads, 1992]
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As I observed above, the process of performing a Cognitive Walk-through
is a very long labour-intensive process. [Wharton et.al, 1992] comment that
evaluators, “… found the repetitive form filling to be very tedious, enough so that it
discouraged some evaluators from using the method in the future”. They also com-
ment that “the Walk-through methodology presupposes more knowledge … than most
software developers have” — hence it is frequently necessary to have specialised
staff simply to perform Walk-throughs (at extra cost).

There are also underlying assumptions in the walk-through methodology
which limits the range of possible interfaces to which it is appropriate.The
method was designed for use with ‘occasional use’ interfaces such as ATMs
(Automatic Teller Machines — high street cash dispensers), where the length
of any individual interaction is typically quite short, and where there is a lim-
ited set of paths that the interaction may follow. Attempting to apply this sort
of method to a general purpose interface such as a word processor, where there
may be hundreds of possible actions at any particular time, and where the
interaction may continue for hours at a time would thus be virtually impossi-
ble.

In addition there is the tacit assumption in this method that the interface
under test can be conveniently divided into discrete ‘states’, with discrete tran-
sitions between them. While in many cases this assumption is true, in others it
is virtually impossible — for example in the case of trying to examine a direct
manipulation graphical interface in this way.

…

Step [B] Choosing The Next Correct Action:

[B.1] Correct Action: Describe the action that the user should take at this step in

the sequence

[B.2] Knowledge Checkpoint: If you have assumed user knowledge or

experience, update the USER ASSSUMPTION FORM

[B.3] System State Checkpoint: If the system state may influence the user, update

the SYSTEM STATE FORM.

[B.4] Action Availability: Is it obvious to the user that this action is a possible

choice here? If not, indicate why.

How many users might miss this action (% 100 75 50 25 10 5 0)

[B.5] Action Identifiability:

[B.5a] Identifier Location, Type Wording and Meaning:

_____ No identifier is provided (Skip to subpart [B.5.d].)

Identifier Type: Label Prompt Description Other (Explain)

Identifier Wording ____________________________________

Is the identifier’s location obvious? If not, indicate why.

…

FIGURE 3. An Excerpt from a Walk-through Form (After [Wharton et.al,
1992])
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8.0  Comparisons between Competing Methods

It is clear from the preceding sections that there are almost as many
approaches to evaluating User Interfaces as there are researchers in the field.
To make matters worse, evaluation is a heavily partisan area of study; not all
researchers even acknowledge that alternative methods exist, and those that
do mention ‘the opposition’ often do so in such disparaging terms that rea-
soned debate is often virtually impossible. I would suggest that, while this is
an amusing diversion for the participants, such bickering does little to solve
the serious problems which evaluation still has to face, and more importantly
is of no use whatsoever to evaluation’s ‘end-users’ — those in either industry
or academia whose main interest is producing good user interfaces, and who
merely wish to evaluate the interfaces produced as painlessly as possible,
without having to join in an unseemly and (to them) largely pointless debate.

In general, it must be said that none of the evaluation methods which cur-
rently exist are very good. They are almost all extremely time-consuming, are
difficult to use, both in terms of the resources required and of the level of skill
required on the part of the evaluator, and the results produced are often diffi-
cult to translate into realistic concrete recommendations to improve the inter-
face.

The most pressing problem faced by the proponents of evaluation to get
interface designers to evaluate their interfaces at all. Many computer systems
have never even been given a trial run by anyone other than their design staff
when they are released. In other cases, where an evaluation is performed, it is
tagged on to the end of the design process in the weeks before the product is
released. In cases such as this the only thing the design team can do when
problems are discovered is to try and fix them in the next version.As a result,
the evaluation ends up more as a process of assigning blame than one of
improving the interface.

There are a number of reasons for the unwillingness to put resources into
evaluation. One of them is the matter of cost. Using methods such as those
which are currently available, evaluating an interface properly could easily
consume resources of a similar scale to those required to write the code in the
first place. Under these circumstances it is difficult to justify essentially halving
the productivity of a project to budget for evaluation. It is, however useful to
recall the words of Frederick Brooks: [Brooks, 1972] “In examining convention-
ally scheduled projects, I have found that few allowed one-half of the projected schedule
for testing, but that most did indeed spend half of the actual schedule for that purpose
… Failure to allow enough time for system test, in particular, is peculiarly disastrous”.

 A second reason for the low profile given to evaluation, which in my opin-
ion has been insufficiently addressed to date, is what I describe as the ‘kill the
messenger‘ principle. It is a basic fact of human nature that designers, and in
particular programmers (usually the same person, although things are gradu-
ally changing), tend to get very protective of their code, and fiercely resent any
suggestion that it should perhaps be amended. This effect tends to be accentu-
ated when those who suggest the changes are not perceived by the designer/
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programmer as being a fellow designer/programmer. Due to the scale of
investment required by many current evaluation methods, and also due to the
somewhat different mix of skills required for evaluation from those required
for programming, it is very common for evaluators to be cloistered away in
Usability Labs or Human Factors departments, and then wheeled in on a
project when required. This is a perfect breeding ground for the ‘kill the mes-
senger’ effect, and it isn’t helped by the fact that in industry human factors
specialists often seem to be female while the design teams are usually predom-
inately male.

When it comes to doing something useful with the results of an evaluation,
there appears to be some sort of trade-off between the ease of administration of
a method and the amount of detail produced by it. For example, question-
naires are relatively easy to administer but the results produced often consist
of a limited number of abstract numerical scales (often merely one global
score). Whilst it may be straightforward to discover that one’s interface scores
(say) 8 out of 10, there is often no way to discover what positive features pre-
vent it merely getting 7 out of 10, or what modifications would result in it scor-
ing 9 out of 10 — the information which designers would actually like to have.
In contrast, observational methods produce copious data — so much in fact,
that there is a serious problem in sorting the wheat from the chaff; even a day’s
worth of subjects can produce several hours of video-tape, which must then be
laboriously analysed if anything useful is to come out of the process.

There is also a marked distinction between those methods which require a
high level of evaluator skill to be effective and the more mechanical methods,
which may be administered by less experienced (and hence cheaper) person-
nel. It has been demonstrated (as I mentioned above, for example in [Jeffries et
al., 1991]) that an experienced evaluator using a high-skill process will obtain
more useful data with less effort than is possible using a relatively low-skill
empirical method. However there is evidence to indicate that low-skill process
are less influenced by external factors, and will produce better results than the
same high-skill methods if an experienced evaluator is not available.

One fact must be emphasised: both the design of interfaces and their evalu-
ation is in the final analysis a creative process, and hence their complete auto-
mation is a problem in Artificial Intelligence of the same order of magnitude
as, for example, that of natural language understanding. That is to say: it is in
practical terms impossible at the present time to completely automate the
process of assessing an interface — eventually the only tool which will work in
a human brain. For this reason, it is impossible to universally recommend any
particular method for evaluating interfaces over all others — the whole issue
of the efficacy of evaluation methods is so strongly influenced by context
(physical resources, the differing backgrounds of evaluators, the type of inter-
face under consideration and the audience for which it is intended) that any
general prescriptions would be pointless.

I would go as far as to suggest that it is unwise to choose any single method
to the exclusion of all others. Different methods often tend to recover com-
plemetary information [Jeffries & Desurvire, 1992], and it is often advanta-
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geous, assuming resources allow, to combine a number of different evaluations
of an interface to ensure broader coverage. A heuristic evaluation of a proto-
type, for example could be combined with the use of focus groups or talk-
aloud to find potential trouble-spots, which could then be examined in detail
by means of more formal procedures such as task analysis or cognitive walk-
through. At the same time, a mailshot of questionnaires amongst the alpha-
testers (you do have alpha-testers, don’t you?) will ensure that the evaluation
process is at least on the right lines.

9.0  Prospects for Future Research

At the moment a lot of speculative work in Evaluation is aimed towards
speeding up existing evaluation processes by partially automating them. For
example, work at the National Physical Laboratory under the MUSiC project
has produced a package called DRUM which speeds up the process of produc-
ing an action log from a video-tape of an interaction (See [Macleod and Reng-
ger, 1993], and also Figure 4 below). DRUM is a (very sophisticated)

Hypercard stack which controls a video recorder, allowing an evaluator to
move back and forward through a recording of a session frame by frame, add-
ing annotations. It is claimed to speed up the process of analysing video data
by a factor of 4 or 5 in the hands of an experienced user.

A second approach to solving the data bottleneck is to use intelligent tools
to ‘filter’ the recorded data in order to isolate the interesting sections from the

FIGURE 4. The Video Analysis tool “DRUM”: The Recording Logger. Reproduced
from [Macleod and Rengger, 1993]
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rest. Some work on this subject has gone on in recent years at the University of
York (see [Finlay & Harrison, 1990]), where they have used pattern matching
techniques (in this case an associative memory system known as ‘ADAM’ to
extract ‘critical incidents’ from a log of user actions.

Another approach to the problem of keeping up with the flow of events
consists of redefining the terms in which events are observed. Draper’s group
at Glasgow is working on an alternate system of coding for an interaction
which has been optimised in terms of Direct-Manipulation interaction (one
problem with many current methods which make use of some form of event
logging is that they were originally developed to analyse character-based
interfaces, and in many cases can appear somewhat clumsy when faced with a
WIMP interface). Draper has developed a logging tool with which he claims it
is possible to log an interface in real time.

In my own research on User Interface evaluation, I have found myself more
and more reminded of an anecdote told by Brenda Laurel in her book “Com-
puters as Theatre”. She tells of a conference on highly interactive interfaces
which she attended in which virtually every session was marred by a long and
unproductive debate on what exactly was meant by ‘interactive’. Laurel sug-
gest that if it is so difficult to define what ‘interactive’ means, then we are
“barking up the wrong tree” as she puts it in attempting to describe what is
going on in those terms. I feel much the same way about evaluation. In my
opinion, the reason why all existing methods of evaluation are poor at best is
that our whole perspective of ‘interacting with a user interface’ (and of assess-
ing the quality of said interaction) is fundamentally the wrong one.

A question which is often raised with respect to evaluation is “other areas
of design have no problem with quality testing; why does HCI seem to have
such problems?”. It is true that for example car-makers include quality testing
processes into the design process with no apparent problem. But if you exam-
ine what features car makers are testing, it becomes clear that most of the met-
rics obtained have only a peripheral connection with usability. It is fairly
straightforward to predict a prototype’s fuel economy, or its maximum speed,
or its handling characteristics. While all of these features have an effect on the
overall “quality” of the car, other features (such as the ‘character’ of a particu-
lar model, for instance) are often just as important.

In my Fiat, for example, the (ergonomic) positioning of the door handles
means that it is almost impossible to reach them while sitting in the back seat.
Hence, without the help of a front-seat passenger, it is almost impossible to get
out of the car if one is in the back seat. Virtually impossible to model in
advance: but very significant from the point of view of the overall usability.

User Interface evaluation has for a long time hung on the coat-tails of older
disciplines — “time and motion studies”, market research, psychological
investigation etc. This approach is hampered by the fact that many of these
methods are far better at assessing the underlying mechanism than they are at
assessing the actual point of contact with the user. Since many highly interac-
tive computer systems are (at least apparently) almost no “mechanism” and
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almost entirely “interface” it is inevitable that the methods applied will not do
very well.

So what model would I recommend to replace those which exist at present?
I don’t know — yet. This whole question of how to view the interaction proc-
ess is one which HCI is still in the early stages of formulating, and there are
still many years of work ahead. Some early papers have appeared either
addressing the issue of alternate views or else proposing their own: [Kam-
mersgård, 1990] compares and categorizes four different ways of viewing the
interaction process, and comes down heavily against what he describes as the
“systems perspective” - the conventional view; [Bannon & Bødker, 1991] also
highlight the role of perspectives in the tractability of interface problems, and
propose an alternative way of viewing the interaction process, based on the
Soviet “Human Activity Theory”. This area of study seems at the moment to
promise some exciting and useful results in the near future.
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Appendix A: The System Usability Scale

For each of the statements below, please circle the box which in your opinion
most closely matches your degree of agreement with the statement.

The System Usability Scale is the work of John Brooke of the digital Equipment
Corporation, who retains copyright. The SUS may be used freely if its source is
acknowledge
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